With the increasing use of clusters in real-time applications, it has become essential to design high performance networks with Quality-of-Service QoS guarantees. In this paper, we explore the feasibility o f p r o viding QoS in wormhole switched routers, which are widely used in designing scalable, high performance cluster interconnects. In particular, we are interested in supporting multimedia video streams with CBR and VBR tra c, in addition to the conventional beste ort tra c. The proposed MediaWorm router uses a rate-based bandwidth allocation mechanism, called Fine-Grained VirtualClock FGVC, to schedule network resources for di erent tra c classes.
I. Introduction C LUSTER systems are becoming a predominant and cost-e ective s t yle for designing high performance computers. Such systems are being used in as diverse applications as scienti c computing, web servers, multimedia servers, and collaborative e n vironments. These applications place di erent demands on the underlying cluster interconnect, making it imperative to reevaluate and possibly redesign the existing communication architecture. Multiprocessor network research 1 has primarily focussed on designing scalable, high performance networks low latency and high bandwidth to accommodate traditional best-e ort BE tra c. Over the years, network design philosophy has converged towards direct network topology, w ormhole switching, and virtual channel VC ow control 2 to meet these design goals. These research ideas have manifested in many commercial switch router designs 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 and have migrated to, and been successfully assimilated in, cluster interconnects 9 , 10 . However, many of the new applications require that, in addition to high bandwidth, the network should provide predictable performance or Quality-of-Service QoS guarantees. Hence, the new challenge is to design scalable networks routers that can provide high performance and QoS guarantees for integrated or mixed tra c.
This challenge requires an understanding of the tra c that the emerging applications are likely to generate on the underlying interconnect, so that the network can bedesigned accordingly. The ATM forum has de ned three tra c classes called constant bit rate CBR, variable bit rate VBR and available bit rate ABR 11 . CBR is generated during uncompressed video audio transmission while VBR is generated due to compression. These two tra c classes need QoS guarantees. Finally, ABR refers to best-e ort tra c and subsumes all other applications that do not have real-time requirements. A cluster interconnect, the router in particular, should therefore support CBR, VBR and ABR tra c e ectively.
Two switch or router design paradigms have been used to build clusters 1 . One is based on the cutthrough switching mechanisms wormhole 12 and virtual cut-through VCT 13 , originally proposed for multiprocessor switches, and the other is based on packet switching Store and Forward. Current multiprocessor routers, primarily based on the cut-through paradigm, are suitable for handling ABR tra c. However, they may not beable to support the stringent QoS requirements e ciently without possibly modifying the router architecture. On the other hand, packet switching mechanisms like ATM can provide QoS guarantees, but they are not suitable for best-e ort tra c primarily due to high message latency compared to cut-through switching 14 , 15 . Therefore, none of the existing network architectures are optimized to handle both best-e ort and real-time tra c in clusters.
In view of this, a few researchers have explored the possibility of providing QoS support in router architectures 14 , 16 , 17 , 18 , 15 . Most of these designs have used a hybrid approach using two di erent t ypes of switching mechanisms within the same router | one for best-e ort and the other for real-time tra c. They have refrained from using wormhole switching because of potential unbounded delay for real-time tra c.
On the other hand, in the commercial world, it appears that wormhole switching has become a de facto standard for clusters multiprocessors. Therefore, it would really be advantageous if we could leverage o of the large amount of e ort that has gone into the design and development of these wormhole routers and adapt them to support all tra c classes with minimal design changes. Some recent modi cations to wormhole routers have been considered for handling tra c priority 19 , 20 , 21 , 22 . However, to our knowledge, there have been no previous forays into investigating the viability of supporting multimedia tra c with wormhole switching.
The main motivation of this paper is to investigate the feasibility of supporting mixed tra c in wormhole routers with minimal modi cations to the existing router architecture. We are speci cally interested in transferring multimedia video streams in addition to usual best-e ort tra c. This requires providing some mechanism within the router that recognizes the bandwidth requirements of VBR and CBR tra c, and accommodates these requests. One can borrow the concepts from real-time Internet research to provide hard or soft guarantees. Instead of conservatively reserving resources within the router to achieve these goals with hard guarantees, we are interested in more optimistic solutions that provide soft guarantees to media streams. In particular, the paper attempts to address the following questions:
Can we provide a mechanism for soft-guarantees to VBR and CBR tra c in a wormhole router? How does the existence of best-e ort tra c a ect real-time tra c, and vice versa? How do we con gure the wormhole router for best rewards? Should we support more connections within each VC with fewer VCs perphysical channel PC? Or should we support more numberof VCs with fewer connections per VC? While a larger numberofVCs is intuitively expected to perform better, it may not be possible to implement a full-crossbar.
What is the impact of message size on real-time tra c ? How does such a wormhole routing implementation compare with a connection-oriented pipelined circuit switched PCS router 23 in terms of number of jitter-free connections, hardware complexity, etc. ?
Finally, h o w does a cluster network using such w ormhole-switched routers perform with mixed tra c?
We have used a simulation testbed to answer the above questions. We propose a new wormhole router architecture, called MediaWorm, using a conventional pipelined wormhole router design for meeting the bandwidth requirements. Two modi cations are proposed to a standard wormhole router. First, the VCs are assumed to be partitioned into two classes during the con guration time | one for transferring best-e ort tra c and the other for real-time tra c. Dynamic VC assignment is con-sidered in a later version. Second, to satisfy the bandwidth requirements of di erent applications, the round-robin RR or First-In-First-Out FIFO scheduler used in a traditional router is replaced by a rate-based scheduling mechanism. We modify the connection-oriented VirtualClock scheduling algorithm 24 to a Fine-Grained VirtualClock FGVC to provide soft guarantees to media streams without explicit connection setup. Unlike the original VirtualClock algorithm, the FGVC provides bandwidth reservation at a message-level.
An 8-port MediaWorm design has been evaluated using a spectrum of real-time and best-e ort tra c mixes, with varying workload and hardware parameters. We have also evaluated a 2 2 fat-mesh topology designed with these routers. The results indicate that the FGVC algorithm in the MediaWorm does indeed improve the QoS delivered to real-time tra c compared to the RR FIFO scheduling algorithm. In the case of a single switch, the MediaWorm can provide jitter-free delivery up to an input load of 70 80 of the physical channel bandwidth. For most realistic operating conditions, the MediaWorm router can deliver as good jitter-free performance as the PCS-based router 23 for real-time tra c without dropping any connection establishment requests unlike in PCS. This goal can be obtained at a signi cantly lower cost requires much lower number of VCs. Increasing the numberof VCs perPC improves the QoS of the system, though the crossbar multiplexing overheads can become signi cant. By allocating the VCs separately to best-e ort and real-time tra c, we nd that the former does not really interfere with the latter. However, the average latency of the best-e ort tra c increases as expected.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section summarizes the related work. Section III presents the architectural details of the MediaWorm router, and the FGVC scheduling algorithm. Section IV gives details on the simulation platform and the workload used in the evaluation. The performance results from the simulations are given in Section V. Finally, Section VI summarizes the results of this study and identi es directions for future research.
II. Related Work
With the building block o f a m ultiprocessor interconnect being its router or switch fabric, a considerable amount of research e ort has gone into the design of e cient routers. Routers from university projects like reliable router 25 and Chaos router 26 , and commercial routers such as SGI SPIDER, Cray T3D E, Tandem Servernet-II, IBM SP2 switch, and Myrinet 3 , 4 , 5 , 10 , 8 , 9 use wormhole switching, while the HAL Mercury 27 and Sun S-Connect 28 use virtual cut-through VCT. Most of them support VCs, and at least the Cray T3E, ServerNet-II and S-Connect have adaptive routing capability. Metro 29 and Ariadne 30 employ the pipelined circuit switching PCS technique, while the latter is fully adaptive and tolerates link and switch faults. A h ybrid switch including both wormhole and VCT was designed in 31 . All these routers are primarily designed to minimize average message latency and improve the network throughput. The SGI SPIDER, Sun S-Connect, and Mercury support message priority. But, none of these routers can guarantee QoS as required for real-time applications like V OD services. ServerNet is the only router that provides a link arbitration policy called ALU-biasing for implementing bandwidth and delay control, but it still does not provide any capabilities to support multimedia tra c.
Recently, a few researchers have explored the possibility of providing QoS support in multiprocessor cluster interconnects. The need for such services, existing methods to support QoS speci cally in WAN long-haul networks, and their limitations are summarized in 17 , 32 . Kim and Chien 11 propose a scheduling discipline, called rotating and combined queue RCQ, to handle integrated tra c in a packet switched network. The Switcherland router 15 , designed for multimedia applications on a network of workstations, uses a packet switched mechanism similar to ATM, while avoiding some of the overheads associated with the WAN features of ATM. The router architecture proposed in 18 uses a hybrid approach, wherein wormhole switching is used for best-e ort tra c and packet switching is used for time-constrained tra c.
A m ultimedia router architecture MMR, proposed in 14 , 16 , also adheres to a hybrid approach by using pipelined circuit switching PCS for multimedia tra c and virtual-cut-through VCT for best-e ort tra c. The authors have designed a 4 4 router to support both PCS and VCT schemes, and have used MPEG video traces in their evaluations. While a connection-oriented mechanism such as PCS is suitable for multimedia tra c, it needs one VC per connection. For a link bandwidth of 1.24 Gbps, and with each multimedia stream requiring 4 Mbps, the design would require 256 VCs to fully utilize a physical channel. It is not clear whether it is practical to have such a large numberof VCs per physical channel and what will be the cost of the corresponding multiplexer and demultiplexer implementations. In addition, the architecture of the router is fairly complex since it has to have facilities for both PCS and VCT transmission. Nevertheless, this is perhaps the most detailed study where router performance has been analyzed with multimedia video streams, best-e ort, and control tra c. A preemptive PCS network to support real-time tra c is also proposed in 33 .
To our knowledge, there are only a handful of research e orts that have examined the possibility of using wormhole switched networks for real-time tra c 19 , 22 , 20 , 21 , 34 . In many of these studies 19 , 22 , 34 , the focus is on providing some mechanisms within the router to implement priority for real-time tra c and preemption when the resources are allocated to a less critical message. However, these mechanisms are not su cient and may not even be necessary for providing soft guarantee for multimedia tra c. Three di erent techniques for providing QoS in wormhole switched routers are explored in 20 using a simulated multistage network. These include using a separate subnet for real-time tra c, supporting a synchronous virtual network on the underlying asynchronous network, and employing VCs. The rst approach may not becost-e ective. The second solution of using a synchronous network either inherently synchronous or simulated on top of an asynchronous network as is done in 21 on Myrinet, is not a scalable option. The third option of using VCs has not been investigated in depth in 20 , where it has been cursorily examined in the context of indirect networks. The software oriented synchronization mechanism in the Myrinet switch proposed in 21 also lacks scalability.
It is still not clear as to what is the best switching mechanism that can support all tra c classes. Should we resort to hybrid routers that di erentially service the tra c classes and pay a high cost like some of the above studies have done? Or, can we use a single switching mechanism wormhole switching in particular, since it has been proven to work well for best-e ort tra c and we can leverage o of the immense body of knowledge infrastructure available for this mechanism with little or no modi cations? Instead of discarding the wormhole switching mechanism as an option for multiple tra c classes, this paper explores how a large numberofmultimedia connections can be supported in the presence of best-e ort tra c.
III. MediaWorm Router Architecture
In this section, we focus our discussion on the architectural details of the MediaWorm router. The discussion starts with the architecture of a basic pipelined wormhole router and then outlines the modi cations proposed for QoS guarantees. The section concludes with a brief description of PCS routers.
A. A Basic Wormhole Router
In wormhole switched networks, messages are segmented into ow-control units called its. As a message enters a router, its header it is used to determine the permitted output port that would route the message to its destination. The message then ows through the router crossbar to the appropriate output port. If resources such as output bu er space or output ports are busy, the message blocks until resources become available. Flits of a message ow through the network in a pipelined manner. Performance of wormhole routers can be enhanced through the use of virtual channels VCs 2 . VCs are also used for supporting deadlock freedom and providing adaptive routing capabilities. Wormhole routers can bepipelined so that although a it experiences multi-cycle latency to get from its input port to an output port, the router cycle time can be kept very small typically a few nanoseconds depending on the slowest stage of the pipeline.
B. Pipelined Design
We use a pipelined router model, called PROUD 35 , 36 , to design the MediaWorm router. The pipelined model with ve stages, as depicted in Figure 1 , represents the recent trend in router designs 37 . Stage 1 o f the pipeline represents the functional units which synchronize the incoming its, demultiplex a it so that it can go to the appropriate VC bu er to be subsequently decoded. If the it is a header it, routing decision and arbitration for the correct crossbar output are performed in the next two stages stage 2 and stage 3. On the other hand, middle its and the tail it of a message bypass stages 2 and 3 to move directly to stage 4. Flits get routed to the correct crossbar output in stage 4. The bandwidth of the crossbar may be optionally multiplexed amongst multiple VCs. This is discussed in detail later in this section. Finally, the last stage of the router performs bu ering for its owing out of the crossbar, multiplexes the physical channel bandwidth amongst multiple VCs and performs hand-shaking and synchronization with input ports of other routers or the network interface for the subsequent transfer of its.
A pipelined router can thus bemodeled as multiple parallel PROUD pipes. In an n-port router, if each PC has m VCs, a router could then bemodeled as n m parallel pipes. Resource contention amongst these pipes could occur for the crossbar output ports which is managed by the arbitration unit as well as for the physical channel bandwidth of the output link which is managed by the virtual channel multiplexer.
C. Crossbar Design Options
We consider two di erent crossbar design options | a full crossbar and a multiplexed crossbar 2 . A full crossbar has number of input and output ports equal to the total number of VCs supported | n m for an n-port router with m VCs perPC. On the other hand, a multiplexed crossbar has number of input output ports equal to the total number of PCs n. A full crossbar may improve the router performance at a signi cantly high implementation cost; a multiplexed crossbar is cheaper to implement but requires more complex scheduling. Support for a larger numberofVCs may mandate the use of a multiplexed crossbar from a practical viewpoint. For a multiplexed crossbar implementation, a multiplexer has to be used at the crossbar input ports and a demultiplexer at the crossbar output ports. Introduction of the additional multiplexer introduces a new contention point in the router. Figure 2 shows the various functional units along a router pipe when a router implement s a m ultiplexed crossbar. In order to allocate bandwidth for di erent types of tra c, we plan to use a rate-based scheduling algorithm at one of the contention places as shown in Figure 2 . The selection of a rate-based algorithm and its implementation are described next.
D. A Rate-based Scheduling Algorithm for QoS Support
There are primarily two classes of bandwidth scheduling algorithms: ow-based and frame-based. The ow-based algorithms like VirtualClock 24 , Fair Queueing 38 , General Processor Sharing GPS 39 , Self-Clocked Fair Queueing SCFQ 40 , and Frame-based Fair Queueing FFQ 41 use time stamps to make scheduling decisions, while the frame-based scheduling algorithms like Round Robin RR, Weighted RR WRR 42 , De cit RR DRR 43 , and Hierarchical RR HRR 44 poll queues sequentially during each round with di erent priorities. The frame-based algorithms usually assign a known priority to each queue. But, how to assign a priority to each queue with VBR tra c is not obvious. While the precomputed priority to each queue facilitates to reduce computation overhead, the ow-based algorithms require to timestamp and nd the minimum amongst arriving packets every cycle. However, since in our router there could be multiple ows in each queue and we want to assign priorities based on ows, not a queue, we focus on ow-based algorithms in this paper.
For this study, w e consider two di erent w ork conserving, rate-based schedulers; Fair Queueing and VirtualClock. E ectiveness of the two schemes have been analyzed by several researchers for QoS assurance in packet switched networks. In both these algorithms, there is a state variable associated with each channel i to monitor and enforce the rate for that channel. In VirtualClock, the variable is called auxiliary VirtualClock auxVC; in Fair Queueing, it is called Finish Number F . The computation of auxVC and F for a connection i is shown in Table I . In VirtualClock, AT is the arrival time or wall clock time. In Fair Queueing, R is the number of rounds that has been completed for a hypothetical bit-by-bit round robin server, n is the weight factor, and P is the message length in bits. Vtick in VirtualClock and P n in Fair Queueing specify the inter-arrival time of messages. Therefore, a smaller value implies higher bandwidth. For best-e ort tra c, the Vtick is assigned the largest possible value. With Vtick and P n speci ed, there is no di erence between VirtualClock and Fair Queueing except that the Fair Queueing uses the round robin numberR instead of the actual arrival timeAT required for the VirtualClock. The computation complexity o f R is ON where N is total number of connections. Fair Queueing algorithms with less computation complexity can be found in 40 , 41 . We can use the system clock for AT in the VirtualClock algorithm, and hence it needs no extra computation. It has been shown that both these schemes have similar performance 45 except that the VirtualClock algorithm cannot handle bursty tra c e ectively without any input regulation. Tra c burstiness can behandled by regulating the tra c injection. The above algorithms were developed for connection-oriented networks, where one channel is dedicated for each connection like the PCS, and when a connection is set up, a xed Vtick or P n value is assigned for the entire duration of the connection. This results in two problems. First, when dealing with VBR connections, one representative Vtick or P n value may cause underutilization of the resources or incur higher message delay. Second, since one channel services one connection, a large number of VCs is required to handle multimedia streams. Consequently, it will lead to a complex router design with more hardware circuitry.
In this study, we are interested in a connectionless paradigm without any explicit connection setup since this provides more e cient use of the network resources. To o vercome the above t wo problems, we modi ed the connection-oriented algorithms as follows: each message requests its required bandwidth at each router on its way to the destination, and the router implements the VirtualClock or Fair Queueing algorithm to allocate the requested bandwidth to its its. So in our router, each message works as if it were a connection, and each it works as if it were a message of the originally proposed algorithm. In the original algorithms, the xed Vtick or P n can be calculated from the average bandwidth requirement or the peak bandwidth requirement of the connection. Vtick or P n in this study implies the intergeneration time between its, and is given as Vtick or P n = message inter-arrival time message size in its :
Thus, Vticks or P n o f t wo messages in the same connection can be di erent if they belong to di erent frames of di erent sizes. A message makes its request by carrying its Vtick or P n v alue in the header.
When the tail it leaves the router, its Vtick or P n information in the router is discarded. We name the modi ed algorithms as Fine-Grained VirtualClock F GVC and Fine-Grained Fair Queueing FGFQ, respectively, since bandwidth reservation is done at the message-level granularity.
In a router implementation with a multiplexed crossbar, contention for link bandwidth can occur at one of 3 places | the crossbar input multiplexer for the crossbar input port, within the crossbar for the crossbar output port and at the virtual channel multiplexer for the output physical channel. These are marked as A, B and C respectively in Figure 2 . All these places are potential candidates where a rate-based bandwidth allocation can beperformed. We rule out contentions at B and C for the following reasons. In case B, crossbar output port arbitration is performed at a message level granularity, whereas we are interested in it-level bandwidth allocation. Case C corresponding to the VC m ultiplexer, is not a strong candidate, either. This is due to the fact that at most one of the VCs of an output PC can receive a it from the multiplexed crossbar perrouter cycle. When only one of the VCs has a it in any given cycle, the scheduling algorithm essentially behaves as a FIFO s c heduler. Hence, we have chosen to implement the rate-based scheduler at the crossbar input multiplexer A, which means that, at any given cycle, if multiple its from di erent VCs are competing for the same output port of the crossbar, the one with the smallest auxVC i will be chosen for transmission.
In a router that implements a full crossbar, there is no crossbar input multiplexer nor a demultiplexer at the crossbar output. Thus, the only contention points are for the crossbar output ports at the time of arbitration and in the VC multiplexer. In such a router, the rate-based algorithm is implemented at the VC multiplexer case C.
In order to select between FGVC and FGFQ schemes for the rest of the design, we conducted a performance analysis. We simulated both these schemes in a router and injected media tra c and best-e ort tra c. We measured the inter-frame delivery time and standard deviation of delivery time for the media streams. The results with di erent input loads to the router are quite similar in both cases as depicted in Table II . However, since implementation of FGFQ is more complex for maintaining the round robin numberR, we use FGVC in the rest of our design. In order to avoid tra c burstiness, we regulate the tra c injection as described in Section IV. Figure 3 shows the nal architecture of the MediaWorm router with a multiplexed crossbar and the FGVC scheduling algorithm. Cluster interconnects are typically built with high degree switches. Myrinet 9 has 8 and 16 port routers, while Servernet-II 10 routers have 12 ports. These ports may beused to connect to other switches as well as to endpoints. These endpoints may becompute nodes such as clients and servers, as well as I O devices.
The di erence between such cluster networks and those in typical multiprocessors interconnects is that while multiple endpoints perswitch may becommon in the former, the latter typically has only one endpoint per switch. Depending on the expected tra c pattern, it is likely that multiple endpoints may place higher inter-switch bandwidth requirement on cluster interconnects.
Due to this reason, fat" topologies have been proposed for clusters. Examples of fat topologies include fat-tree and fat-mesh 1 . Other cluster interconnects such as the tetrahedral topologies proposed by Horst 46 can also use fat" links. Routers such as the Servernet-II 10 include hardware support for using multiple physical links connecting a pair of switches indistinguishably through the notion of fat-pipes". Although most of the studies reported in this paper detail the performance of a single switch, we also experimentally analyze the performance of a fat mesh. The fat mesh used here is a 2 2 topology with 8 port crossbar switches. We have limited our study for a smaller network due to exceedingly high simulation times. One can design a larger router and a larger network using our model. Two physical links are used to interconnect each pair of switches in a 4-node mesh. Figure 4 illustrates the studied interconnect. We use deterministic routing and a message can use any one of the two links to traverse to the next node based on the current load.
F. Pipelined Circuit Switching
Pipelined Circuit Switching PCS 23 is a variant of wormhole switching in which a message is similarly segmented into its. However, unlike wormhole routing in which middle and tail its immediately follow the header as it progresses towards its destination, in PCS, its of a message wait until the header or probe reserves the complete path up to the destination. Once such a path connection has been established, an acknowledgment is sent from the destination to the source. The rest of the its then move along this path in a pipelined manner similar to wormhole switching. During path establishment, if the header cannot progress towards the destination, it can backtrack and try alternative paths if an adaptive routing is used. If no path can beestablished or if adaptive routing is not permitted, a negative-acknowledgment is sent back and the attempted connection is dropped. In this paper, we do not assume any adaptive routing capability 1 . Due to the requirement o f complete path setup before transmission of its in PCS, it may incur high path setup cost compared to wormhole switching. However, it can potentially provide better bandwidth reservation, which is 1 PCS as originally proposed in 23 , used non-minimal and adaptive routing capabilities with backtracking and re-routing. This leads to low connection dropping rates.
advantageous for real-time tra c. Our intention is to evaluate these trade-o s by comparing PCS with wormhole switching.
IV. Experimental Platform

A. Simulation Testbed
The above architectural concepts have been extensively evaluated through simulation. We have developed the MediaWorm router MR, a traditional router with FIFO TR, and a PCS router PCS using CSIM. The simulation models are quite exible in the sense that one can specify the number of physical channels PCs, number of VCs per PC, link bandwidth, CBR VBR rates and the variation of VBR rate, it size, message size number of its, and the ratio of real-time tra c VBR and CBR to best-e ort tra c. In addition, using these routers, one can con gure any network topology.
The detailed it-level simulators capture the router pipeline and can process several simultaneous media streams per node. Typically, we gather simulation results over a few million messages. As a result, these simulations are extremely resource intensive, both in terms of simulation time and memory requirements. Two factors that determine simulation resources are the crossbar size, and physical channel bandwidth. Consequently, even though current technologies permit large crossbar sizes and over 1.28 Gbps link bandwidths, many of our simulations use smaller values for these parameters, without loss of generality, t o k eep them tractable. We h a ve also conducted some experiments varying these parameters, and the overall trends results still apply. The sizes of the input and output bu ers in the router are one message long, respectively. Also, we h a ve tested with deep bu ers, but the results show minimal improvement.
The output parameters analyzed here are mean frame delivery interval d for CBR VBR messages, standard deviation of frame delivery intervals d for CBR VBR messages, and average latency for best-e ort tra c. The delivery interval is measured as the di erence between the delivery times of two successive frames at a destination. Table III , where there are 7 video traces with di erent bandwidth requirements. Each stream generates 30 frames sec, and each frame I, P, or B frame is fragmented into 20 40-it size messages except possibly the last message of a frame, with each message carrying the bandwidth requirements Vtick information for the FGVC algorithm, and the routing information in its header it. As a result, the network treats each message of a stream independent of the others. The injection rate for the messages of a stream is determined by the message size and the number of messages constituting a frame. Once the injection rate is determined, an input regulator injects messages of a frame at a regular interval of 33msec=numberof messages. For instance, with 200 messages in a frame, the interval between successive message injections is 165 microseconds. Such an input regulator provides two advantages. First, in addition to avoiding tra c burstiness, the input regulator allows coexistence of messages from di erent streams in the queues. Without this ability, the streams are queued only at a frame-level granularity, thereby increasing the delay of certain streams. Second, the input regulator also helps transmission of best-e ort tra c in between video frame messages.
In the case of PCS, each stream is transmitted over a distinct connection as it is connectionoriented. The rst it of the stream establishes the circuit between the source and destination endpoints, while reserving the required bandwidth at the intermediate switches the required Vtick for the entire stream. The frames of the stream are logically grouped into its, with each group injected into the established circuit at a speci ed rate similar to how messages are generated in the wormhole switching case.
In PCS, each connection and hence a stream also needs a distinct VC. Therefore, the numberof VCs supported by the hardware has to be greater than or equal to the maximum number of concurrent streams in the workload. In the MediaWorm, each message carries the routing and bandwidth information. As a result, it would be possible to support multiple connections on a single VC. This would make sense only when the bandwidth available to a VC is at least as large as the sum of the bandwidths demanded by the streams on that VC. This is however not a problem because each message carries its Vtick requirement.
It should be noted that stream establishment does not actually fail in wormhole switching. In PCS, on the other hand, a connection establishment probe may not necessarily succeed. This is termed as dropping of a connection. It is assumed that connections may b e dropped only at stream set-up.
Once the input VC for a connection is determined, the destination is picked randomly using a uniform distribution of all nodes, and the destination VC is also drawn randomly from a uniform distribution of the VCs available for VBR tra c.
The generation of the CBR tra c is identical to the synthetic VBR tra c, with the exception that the frame size is kept constant at 16,666 bytes.
B.2 Best-e ort Tra c
The best-e ort tra c is generated with a given injection rate, , that is allocated to this class of tra c explained in the next subsection, and follows the Poisson distribution. The message length is kept constant at 20 40 its according to the message length of real-time tra c, and its destination is picked from a uniform distribution of the nodes in the system. The input and output VC for a message are picked from a uniform distribution of the available VCs for this tra c class.
B.3 Tra c Mixes
An important parameter that is varied in our experiments is the input load. This is expressed as a fraction of the physical link bandwidth. For a speci ed load, we consider di erent mixes x : y, where x=x + y is the fraction of the load for the VBR CBR component and y=x + y is the fraction of the load for the best-e ort component to generate integrated tra c. We divide the VCs into two disjoint groups. x=x + y of the VCs are reserved for the VBR CBR tra c, and the remaining are allocated to the best-e ort tra c. As mentioned earlier, the numberof simultaneous VBR CBR streams that can be supported at a node is limited by the numberofVCs in the case of a PCS router. In the MediaWorm, it is limited by the number of VCs and the bandwidth allocated to a VC. For instance, if a physical channel can support 400 Mbps, and the total numberofVCs is 16, then we can support at most 6 connections perVC to simulate synthetic VBR. If x = y = 1 , then the numberof VCs dedicated for VBR CBR tra c is 8, and there can beat most 6 8 = 48 outstanding incoming streams at each node in the system. It should be noted that we have an implicit admission control because the tra c injection into each physical link does not exceed the link bandwidth.
V. Performance Results
In this section, we experimentally analyze the performance results for an 8-port MediaWorm router with varying parameters as well as that of a 2 2 fat mesh. The router parameters used in this performance study are given in Table IV. 
A. Comparison of MediaWorm and Traditional Routers
We rst begin by examining how a traditional router TR and the MediaWorm router MR perform with multimedia mixed tra c. Note that the main di erence between the two routers is the scheduling algorithm. The TR uses a FIFO scheduler, whereas the proposed MR uses the FGVC algorithm. Figure 5 shows the mean delivery interval d and its standard deviation d for this router with a mixture of synthetic VBR and best-e ort tra c 80:20.
We can see that both d and d start growing beyond a load of 0.8, showing that there would be signi cant jitters in delivery of VBR tra c beyond this point. Compared to this, the MR can provide jitter-free delivery even up to a link load of 0.96 the load of the real-time component is around 0.75. This clearly shows the need for a rate-based scheduling algorithm to e ectively administer the available bandwidth for media streams. Figure 6 depicts the d and d results with CBR and only synthetic VBR tra c there is no beste ort tra c. It can be gleaned that both the tra c classes exhibit nearly identical performance, with the CBR tra c experiencing jitter-free performance for a slightly higher load. Although, both CBR and VBR streams have the same mean bandwidth requirement, CBR streams, by their nature, are also intuitively expected to experience better jitter tolerance. Since, VBR streams present a more challenging workload, we use VBR streams in the rest of the experiments in this paper. 
B. Comparison of CBR and VBR Tra c Results
C. Results with Mixed Tra c
Next, we vary the ratio of real-time only synthetic VBR and best-e ort tra c for di erent input loads, and study the e ect on jitter for VBR tra c and average latency for the best-e ort tra c. Figure 7 shows the variation of d and d for these workloads. It can beobserved that up to an input load of 0.80, there is no jitter for VBR tra c regardless of the tra c mix. Beyond a load of 0.80, it is only when the real-time tra c becomes a dominant component, does the jitter become signi cant. The e ect of VBR tra c on the average latency of best-e ort tra c in microseconds is given in Table V . For a given mix, the latency degrades with an increase in the load. The presence of real-time tra c also increases the latency of the best-e ort tra c at a given load. This is a consequence of the higher priority given by the FGVC algorithm to the real-time tra c. 
D. Impact of VCs and Crossbar Capabilities
It should be noted that our workload generates multiple connections for each available VC. An important design consideration is to determine whether one should support more VCs with fewer connections per VC, or vice versa. Intuitively, it may appear that a larger number of VCs would improve performance. The performance results in Figure 8 also con rm this intuition, where the 16 VC case gives jitter-free performance up to a higher load compared to the 4 and 8 VC cases. However, supporting a large numberofVCs may require additional resources in the router. On the other hand, it is possible to use a full crossbar instead of a multiplexed one with lower numberof VCs. This is examined for the 4 VC case i.e. a 3 2 32 crossbar, which shows better performance than 8 VCs with the multiplexed crossbar, and competitive performance compared to the 16 VC results.
E. E ect of Message Size on Jitter
Our next experiment examines the impact of message size on synthetic VBR tra c. We vary message size for two di erent input loads 0.64 and 0.8, and examine changes in d and d . The results in Figure 9 show that except for very small message sizes, there is little impact on QoS for real-time tra c. For very small sizes, the e ect of the header it overhead becomes noticeable. For instance, 1 header it in a message size of 20 its consumes 5 of the stream bandwidth. These results show that we do not really need large messages for media tra c. In fact, best-e ort tra c latency may bene t from smaller real-time messages.
F. Comparison of MediaWorm and PCS Routers
PCS is expected to provide good performance for VBR tra c. This is because PCS is a connectionoriented switching paradigm, and hence can reserve bandwidth at the time of connection establishment. However, it requires a VC per stream, thereby mandating a large numberofVCs per PC for high link bandwidth. In this experiment, we compare the performance of the MediaWorm router to that of the PCS router. Note that this is the only experiment that we perform for a link bandwidth of 100Mbps 24-25 VBR streams can be supported per link, each with 4Mbps bandwidth requirement. This is primarily because of the simulation complexity for supporting the large numberof VCs up to 100 VCs that would be required for 400 Mbps link bandwidth in the PCS router. As can beexpected, the MediaWorm router can support jitter-free performance only up to a load of about 0.7 compared to over 0.8 in the case of PCS. This is, however, not a fair comparison because all streams started on the MediaWorm router are accepted, whereas the PCS router drops many connections that contend for busy resources. For the same operating load, this in e ect unfairly improves the crossbar utilization for accepted connections in the PCS router compared to that for the MediaWorm router.
While the PCS router provides superior performance, this is at the cost of high resource requirements large numberofVCs as well as a very high number of dropped connections. The number of accepted and dropped connections for various input loads for the PCS router is shown in Table VI. These results show that for most realistic operating conditions an input load of 0.7 is reasonably high, the MediaWorm router can deliver as goodjitter-free performance as a PCS router for realtime tra c, while not turning down connection establishment requests as done in the PCS router. The connection drop rate can beminimized by using several alternatives as proposed in 23 . Moreover, by increasing the numberof VCs in the MediaWorm router to match with the PCS implementation, its performance could be similar to that of the PCS router at higher load. 
G. Results with MPEG-2 Video Traces
Here we examine the performance results of a traditional router and the MediaWorm router with realistic MPEG-2 video tra c shown in Table III . Figure 11 shows the mean delivery interval d and its standard deviation d for each router model. Some of the data points of the TR were dropped due to saturation. The results with realistic VBR are almost identical to those with synthetic VBR of Figure 5 , although d of TR in Figure 11 is slightly better at 90 load. Next, we vary the ratio of real-time MPEG-2 video and best-e ort tra c for di erent input loads, and study the e ect on jitter for VBR. Figure 12 shows the variation of d and d for these workloads. Again we can observe similar results as shown in Figure 7 . Although the video traces in Table III have much wider bandwidth variation, the overall results with synthetic and actual traces are almost similar.
H. Fat-Mesh Results
Up to this point, we h a ve focussed on the performance of a single router with CBR VBR and beste ort tra c. In this subsection, we try to examine the performance implications of using such routers in a fat-mesh interconnect. We limit this study to a modest 4-node network shown in Figure 4 due to limited simulation resources. In general, it can be expected that an interconnect with multiple routers may have lower performance than that of a single router. This would bedue to additional points of resource contention in a network. Figure 13 a and b shows the change in mean delivery interval and the corresponding standard deviation for synthetic VBR tra c. This is studied with both increasing load and increasing proportion of VBR tra c. The results indicate that VBR performance remains goodfor smaller proportions of VBR tra c 40 and 60 even for a total input load of 0.9 of PC bandwidth capacity. Only at a load of 0.9 with 80 of tra c being VBR, does VBR performance degrade. This goodperformance for VBR is at the expense of best-e ort tra c and is shown in Figure 13 c. As expected, for any given load, average latency of best-e ort tra c increases with increasing proportion of VBR tra c.
It is also illustrative to compare the performance of a 2 2 fat mesh to that of a single switch. As expected, the maximum input load for a given proportion of VBR to best-e ort tra c that provides jitter-free performance for VBR tra c is lower in the fat-mesh than in the case of a single switch. This can beinferred by comparing Figures 7 a and b with Figures 13 a and b . For example, with a load of 0.9 and a tra c mix of 80:20, a single switch can provide jitter-free performance, while the fat-mesh cannot.
Admission control criteria, thus, have to consider for an expected tra c pattern what is the maximum load and proportion of VBR to best-e ort tra c that will provide statistically acceptable QoS to VBR tra c as well as an acceptable latency for best-e ort tra c. This load would then determine the numberof VBR streams that may b e accepted for service.
VI. Concluding Remarks
Widespread use of cluster systems in diverse application environments is placing varied communication demands on their interconnects. Commercial routers for these environments currently support wormhole switching. Although wormhole routers can provide small latencies and goodperformance for best-e ort tra c, these routers are unable to provide QoS guarantees for soft real-time applications such as streaming media.
Our study is motivated by the need to simultaneously handle multiple such tra c types that are becoming important and prevalent in clustered environments. We also feel that it is imperative to leverage o of the existing, mature and commodity technology, i.e. wormhole switching, for providing a cost-e ective solution rather than using relatively new or hybrid switching alternatives proposed by other researchers. We h a ve proposed a new router architecture called MediaWorm with only one major modi cation compared to vanilla" wormhole routers | incorporating a rate proportional resource scheduler called FGVC, instead of the common rate agnostic schedulers such as FIFO or round-robin.
We have studied the capabilities of the MediaWorm in supporting real-time and best-e ort tra c. The main conclusions of our study are the following:
The FGVC scheduler can provide considerably improved performance for tra c that require soft real-time guarantees VBR CBR.
The MediaWorm router design shows that there is no adverse e ect on the performance of VBR tra c in the presence of best-e ort tra c. However, as the share of VBR tra c increases for a given load, this adversely e ects the latency of best-e ort tra c. A wormhole router can provide jitter-free delivery to VBR CBR tra c up to a load of 70 80 of the physical channel bandwidth.
Although the performance of a PCS router is slightly better than the MediaWorm, PCS routers are more complex than wormhole routers and they may drop a large numberof connections.
Finally, w e nd that performance of a small fat-mesh network is comparable to that of a single switch. Although it is di cult to extrapolate performance to much larger clusters directly from our present results, we expect that clusters designed with appropriate bandwidth balance amongst various links by using fat-topologies and MediaWorm-like switches should be able to provide good performance for both real-time and best-e ort tra c.
In summary, our results suggest that by augmenting conventional wormhole routers with rate-based resource scheduling techniques, one can provide a viable, cost-e ective switch for cluster interconnects to support both real-time and best-e ort tra c mixes. Higher level admission control strategies, devised to track network load and proportion of di erent tra c mixes, would beable to assure good performance for both types of tra c. Moreover, all the design modi cations discussed in this paper should be applicable to VCT routers.
The study presented in this paper is our maiden investigation into the design and performance of cluster switches. We plan to expand our investigation in the following directions.
Characterization of communication demands of popular cluster applications to quantify tra c patterns, requirements, and proportion of various tra c types is important for router design and evaluation.
In this paper, we have investigated static proportions of tra c mixes with statically partitioned resources VCs. A more practical scenario would bethat of dynamic mixes with dynamically partitioned resources. One way to provide this is to permit message preemption contrary to the typical hold-and-wait resource usage in wormhole routing 22 .
A scalability study to larger networks and large number of streams is very resource intensive for our current simulation models. We plan to develop more light-weight simulation models for our future studies. We also aim to support more hybrid router models for comparing and evaluating alternative design options.
Finally, the MediaWorm project also aims to investigate network interface architectures for support of multiple tra c types and appropriate admission control strategies.
